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U.S. Stocks Today's US News
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After the S&P 500 ended in correction territory amid 
increasing tensions between Russia and Ukraine, U.
S. stock market futures were moderately higher in 
overnight trade Tuesday.

.DJI -1.42% $33,596.61
AAPL -1.78% $164.32
AMZN -1.58% $3,003.95
COST -2.05% $502.18
FB -1.98% $202.08
GOOGL -0.45% $2,596.27

In just over a month, new omicron infections in the 
United States have dropped by 90%. On average, the 
United States reports roughly 84,000 new cases per 
day, down from a pandemic high of almost 800,000 
daily cases on Jan. 15.

TSLA -4.14% $821.53

China Stocks
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BABA -5.09% $112.93

BIDU -3.84% $151.67
BILI -9.45% $31.04

According to a poll issued Tuesday by the Federal 
Reserve, small firms are still struggling financially, 
and many are having more difficulty managing supply 
chain issues and employing enough staff.

JD -1.22% $70.98
MPNGY -7.45% $43.87
PDD -2.91% $54.40
TCEHY -4.67% $56.34

Crypto Currencies Today's China News
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Hong Kong stocks dropped the most in five months 
on rising fears of another set of regulatory limitations 
being imposed on Chinese technology enterprises. 
HSBC fell after reporting results that fell short of 
analysts' estimates.

BTC -6.71% $37,917.77
ETH -2.24% $2,603.63
BNB -0.63% $368.12

SPAC IPOs
N/A

China will reduce taxes and levies on a larger scale 
this year, with an emphasis on helping the country's 
technological growth, according to Finance Minister 
Liu Kun.

New guidelines from China's Cyberspace 
Administration went into force on Tuesday, requiring 
Chinese internet platform firms with more than 1 
million users' personal data to obtain clearance 
before listing abroad.
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